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Round 3 – March 9th 

Cadets 

Heat 1 

After a delayed heat due to the cadet drivers lack of respect for the yellow flags, we got the heat 

under way.  Oliver Hallsworth led the first heat of the day over Alfie Watts in second place.  Joshua 

Griffiths and Cameron Jewell were battling well throughout the opening three laps, until Joshua ran 

wide at turn 6 and let Cameron through.  Alfie Watts dropped from second to seventh place on the 

fourth lap, just above Ben Surtees-Wheat in 8
th

.  Oliver managed to hold a 4 second lead over 

Cameron and Jefferson in second and third places. Jefferson powered past Cameron on the 7
th

 lap 

and held second place by a fraction of a second as they approached the final stages of the heat.  

Oliver was looking comfortable out in front and held the lead by over 7 seconds as he crossed the 

finish line, Cameron made an excellent manoeuvre on the final lap to squeeze past Jefferson and 

take second place by less than half a second, leaving Jefferson in third place after a well fought heat. 

Heat 2 

Reeza Ansari and Mikey Gleeson led the way in this heat as they started powering into the first few 

corners. Luke Richardson made his first move from third place and jumped into first on turn 10 of 

the opening lap. Reeza dropped from first down to seventh on the opening lap after running wide 

through the middle section of the first lap. Mikey was holding strong in second place as third placed 

Thomas Ray-Chaudhuri dropped down to seventh after spinning on the third lap. Oliver Simpkins 

and Mikey Gleeson were battling throughout the first 6 laps of the heat with Mikey just holding on in 

second until the fourth lap, when Oliver slipped through the inside of the corner to take position. As 

they approached the final 2 laps Luke had built up a serious lead and crossed the line in first place 

with an 8 second gap. Oliver Simpkins was going steady after gaining the position and took second 

comfortably. Mikey and Travis were battling throughout the last lap and Travis managed to take 

third place from him at turn 4 and hold it through to the line. 

Heat 3 

Oliver Simpkins and William Davison were in the first two positions in the third heat of the day.  

Kameron Khan was showing some real speed out there and began to push the 60 second barrier 

after a couple of laps as he took the lead through the last section of the second lap. William Davison 

was 1.8 seconds behind first place after the yellow flags came out for an issue on track and the 

drivers spent one lap at half speed until this was resolved. Oliver Mooij was 8.8 seconds back in third 

place and just over 2 seconds behind second after 5 laps. Harry Winsor was going strong and took 

third place from Oliver after he ran wide. Kameron took the win with a fastest time of 59.289 and a 

gap of over 8 seconds. William came in second and Harry Winsor in third position. 
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Heat 4 

Harry Winsor took third place on the opening lap after some quick racing through the second and 

third corners. William Davison was out in front followed by Cameron Jewell and Mikey Gleeson in 

second and third places after Harry spun out and dropped to the back. The top 5 drivers were all 

fairly spread out with the only real battle taking place for 6
th

 and 7
th

 places. Harry Winsor managed 

to slip past Joshi Grant to take 6
th

 place on the 6
th

 lap.  William took the win with a gap of 8.042 over 

second placed Cameron Jewell, who held a 5 second gap over third placed William Davison. 

Heat 5 

Kai Mack was in pole position in this the fifth heat, as Luke Richardson and Lewis Harmer looked to 

find some speed and move up the grid. Oliver Hallsworth moved into fourth place on the opening 

lap through tur   o er Jefferso . Kai ould ’t hold o to the lead a d slipped to fourth pla e after 
one lap, as Oliver leap-frogged him into third. Luke and Lewis were finding some great speed as the 

sun began to seriously dry out the track and they powered into the lead. Luke was leading by 1.5 

seconds over Lewis, who held a small 0.6 second lead over third placed Oliver. Kai was still in fourth 

as they approached the final laps with the heat fairly steady and changes of position down to a 

minimum. Luke took the win with a fastest time of 1:00:114, Lewis in second and Oliver in third. 

Heat 6 

Brandon Miah and Kameron were first and second. Oliver Hallsworth was called for bumping on the 

first lap along with William Davison, who took fifth place on the first lap. Kameron Khan took the 

lead followed by Lewis Harmer and Oliver Mooij as Brandon Miah dropped down to fourth. By the 

start of the fifth lap Kameron had built up a 5 second lead and looked to have this in the bag. William 

Davison had dropped to seventh but gained a place on the inside of turn 2 to move into 6
th

 on the 5
th

 

lap.  Oliver Mooij and Lewis were battling for second place at the start of the sixth lap as they 

approached Turn 2; Oliver Mooij slipped through the inside and took the position from second place.  

They were fighting to the end as Kameron took the win, with Oliver in second place and Lewis in 

third just a second behind. 

Heat 7 

Joshi was starting out in front for the first time in his InKart career after recently graduating from the 

Daytona Race School, Thomas Ray-Chaudhuri and Alfie Watts in third. Thomas held his line well 

through turn 2 but lost his place to Alfie at turn 4 as he slipped through the inside. Oliver and Kai 

Mack gained first and second places through turn 6 over Joshi and Thomas. Archie also slipped down 

to 5
th

 ut took ad a tage of Tho as’ slip up after three laps and took fourth position. Kai moved 

past Oli er after  laps ut kept looki g o er his shoulder to see here Oli er as a d as ’t 
concentrating on his own line – a risky strategy. Joshi Grant was having an excellent heat and held 

onto third place over Alfie Watts going into the 8
th

 lap. Kai was leading over Oliver by 0.3 seconds 

and crossed the line in this order, Joshi Grant held third place going into the final few corners but 

ould ’t keep it as Alfie o ed past hi  to take third right at the last – an excellent effort from Joshi 

though, showing great potential for the future. 
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Heat 8 

Helen Ballinger topped the grid with Harry Winsor in second and Cameron Jewell in third. Harry took 

the lead on the first lap with Cameron in second 0.7 seconds behind. Cameron Burn was fighting for 

position throughout the first half of the heat as he made up a number of places. All of the drivers 

were showing some resilience as they tried to gain some valuable points for a better position in the 

finals, but it came down to the line with some excellent racing from the top three drivers. 

Heat 9 

Oliver Mooij, Travis Coyne and Joshua Griffiths were out in front to begin with. Joshua moved into 

first place on the opening lap with Kameron in second. Kameron climbed into first place on the 

second lap as he powered past Joshua and built a commanding lead of almost 5 seconds by the fifth 

lap. Kameron completely ruled this heat and had an impressive lead of over 18 seconds. Joshua 

finished second and Oliver Mooij in third less than a second behind. 

 

D Final 

Brandon, Helen and Alfie lead the way in this D Final. Thomas climbed into second place on the 

opening lap over Helen and Alfie. However on the third lap he dropped down to the bottom of the 

field after running wide. Brandon began to build a strong lead after 4 laps with Travis going well 

behind him, along with a large 6 second gap over third place. Helen was racing steadily with 

consistent 1:03 lap times. Travis was really finding his rhythm and closed down Brandon to only 

0.364 seconds after 7 laps. They were really battling it out with only a few laps to go, Travis managed 

to do it and take the win over Brandon and progress into the C Final. 

C Final 

Mikey Gleeson climbed from 3
rd

 into first on the 2
nd

 corner of the first lap through the inside, Oliver 

Mooij dropped down to fifth along with Lewis Harmer into fourth on the first lap.  Joshua Griffiths 

found himself in second place on the third lap, with Travis Coyne putting in a great performance and 

climbing to third after 3 laps. Lewis Harmer then found some speed and moved back up into second 

place as Joshua slipped down into 6
th

 place. Travis left his position open after braking too late and 

loosing speed, resulting in a drop down to fifth. Oliver Mooij took advantage of this as he climbed 

into third position, with Lewis and Mikey in front. Jefferson was struggling at the back as he was 

lapped by the leaders after 6 laps. Oliver and Lewis were only a fraction of a second behind each 

other as they changed position on the 7
th

 lap. Mikey was 0.169 seconds in front of Oliver after 8 laps 

as this heat really began to get interesting. Oliver made his move after braking late going into turn 9 

on the 9
th

 lap and held the inside line on Mikey, he then managed to make it stick and took the lead 

with around 3 minutes to go. There was a big hit at turn 2 on the 12
th

 lap when the top 2 caught up 

ith a a k arker ho ould ’t get out of the ay, hich resulted in Mikey in the tyre wall and 

Oliver and Lewis close together out front. Travis made the most of this incident and took third place.  

It finished with Oliver and Lewis progressing onto the B Final after a solid and exciting heat. 
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B Final 

Cameron, Oliver Simpkins and Oliver Hallsworth led the way and began to make some ground on the 

rest. Lewis Harmer made an excellent start after climbing into fourth place from last on the opening 

lap.  Oliver Mooij was just behind Lewis in fifth place going into the fifth lap until he took the 

position from him and they both began to chase down Oliver Hallsworth in third position, with less 

than a half a second separating them. Oliver Mooij made the most of Oliver Hallsworth spinning out 

at turn one on the 8
th

 lap to gain third place, with Lewis Harmer close behind in fourth. The top 2 

drivers had this sown up as long as they could keep their karts on the circuit. Kai Mack decided to 

join the fray and took Lewis Harmer on the inside of turn 11 on the 10
th

 lap to move into fourth spot, 

this was vital as the top 4 drivers would progress onto the A Final. Things began to spread with only 

2 minutes remaining and it looked like it would finish this way for most of the field. With only a few 

laps to go Lewis and Kai were still fairly close but Kai took fourth place, Oliver Mooij in third, Oliver 

Simpkins in second and Cameron Jewell in first place would all progress into the A Final. 

A Final 

Kameron and Luke were having a great battle on the opening lap as they changed position a number 

of times through the middle section of the circuit.  William Davison was finding some serious speed 

in the third lap as he climbed into second place over Luke and Cameron Jewell. Luke Richardson lost 

out to Cameron but made the position back on the fourth lap.  Oliver Mooij used Cameron Jewell to 

gain position on the 6
th

 lap as they came together side to side.  Kameron and William were 

separated by less than 0.2 seconds after 7 laps in a close battle for the win; Luke Richardson was less 

than a second behind them in third place and Cameron Jewell in fourth fractionally behind him.  The 

top four were separated by less than 1 second after 9 laps with Kameron still in the lead.  Cameron 

Jewell gained third place over Luke Richardson on the inside of turn 6 on the 12
th

 lap to jump up to 

the podium position.  William Davison finished just in front in second position, with the race winner 

Kameron Khan 0.479 ahead in first place. 
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Juniors 

Heat 1 

George Hucknall, Redmond Kerr and Adam Pooler were leading the pack in the first Junior heat of 

this, the third round of InKart 2014.  Levi Anderson made some slight contact on the opening corners 

along with a number of drivers towards the back of the pack who were all shown warning boards.  

Levi managed to power through fairly on the opening lap and moved from fourth to first showing 

some excellent race craft and skill.  George Hucknall took first from Levi on the second lap as he set 

the move up on turn 10 and made a slingshot manoeuvre on the inside of turn 11 to move into first.  

Levi was really fighting back as he tried to move into first over George at turn 10 but used too much 

contact; he then gave position back to George on the approach to turn 11.  All of this activity left 

room for Toby Goodman to squeeze through and take the lead on the inside of turn 11 on the 5
th

 

lap.  Edward McLeod dropped to the back after running wide at turn 6. Levi and George were still 

hustling for position on the 7
th

 lap as Levi took him on the middle section of the track and began to 

close down Toby with half a second gap and one lap to go. Levi made an excellent move through the 

inside of turn 9 with a brave overtake and made it stick through turn 10 to take the win! Toby came 

in second and George in third. 

Heat 2 

Dean Thomas, Toby Goodman and Jordan Vaughan were the top three drivers as the second heat 

began. Dean and Toby were battling for first out in front with fractions of a second between them, 

George Hucknall was close behind in third. Levi climbed into seventh from last place on the first lap 

and began to make an impression on the race. Toby took the lead through the inside of turn 10 on 

the fourth lap as he moved past Dean Thomas. Levi managed to get i to fifth pla e ut ould ’t hold 
his line through the middle section of the 5

th
 lap and looked to give up a position. Bailey Bateman 

took fifth place on the inside of turn 10 over Jordan Vaughan, they had Harrison Pughe and Adam 

Pooler close behind them though. Toby and Dean were fighting to the line after an excellent heat of 

skilled racing, but Dean was out of luck as Toby powered to take the win with a gap of 0.153 

seconds, leaving Dean in second and Jordan in third. 

Heat 3 

Levi moved from fourth into third on the inside of turn 2 of the first lap.  Tyler Fossey and Bailey 

Bateman had the lead for the first few corners. Rebekka braked unexpectedly at turn 4 causing Dean 

to swerve and loose position. Levi found himself in second place and chasing down Tyler Fossey, 

until he ran wide and dropped down to fourth place on the third lap. Archie Forber had moved up 

into second after four laps with Levi close behind in third with less than a second gap as they started 

their fifth lap. Dean Thomas had climbed back up into third place after 5 laps and began to give Levi 

so e hassle for se o d. Bailey Bate a  as the ra e leader ut o itted t o ABC’s a d as la k 
flagged, resulting in a drive-through penalty for his trouble. Dean moved past Levi on the 6

th
 lap to 

take second place and managed to hold onto it through to the end with less than half a second gap 

over Levi in third.  Archie Forber took the win with a gap of 1.3 seconds. 
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Heat 4 

Edward McLeod held the lead on the first lap of the final Junior heat, Archie Forber was chasing him 

down after a high performing round so far. He took the lead at turn 10 on the first lap and began 

powering into the lead. Redmond Kerr ran wide at turn 6 and dropped to 5
th

 position. Harrison 

Pughe and George Hucknall were less than 0.4 seconds behind Edward as they approached the 

fourth lap. Edward held on until the fourth lap when he dropped two positions over turns five and 

six as he ran wide, leaving room for George and Adam Pooler to slip through. Harrison and Edward 

were battling for fourth position on the fifth lap as they changed position over the first and middle 

section of the circuit. Edward span out on the 5
th

 lap dropping to seventh place.  Archie, George and 

Adam were in the top three positions as they took the chequered flag, with only 0.229 seconds 

between first and second place. 

 

B Final 

Bailey, Tyler, Redmond and Rebekka were the four drivers in this B Final.  Rebekka received a 

warning flag for bumping on the first lap. Bailey and Tyler were showing some good speed as they 

moved away from the others, with only 1.6 seconds gap between them after 3 laps. Redmond was 

9.3 seconds behind the leader after 4 laps, Rebekka was in last place a further 8 seconds behind. 

Bailey’s fastest lap after  laps as : :9 , slightly faster tha  Tyler’s : :  – however Tyler 

began to slightly close the gap of 2.508 seconds with 3 minutes remaining. Rebekka was 31.165 

seconds behind first place after 9 laps, as Bailey was holding strong out front with a 3 second lead 

over second. Bailey won, with Tyler in second – they both progressed onto the A Final with a chance 

of winning the round amongst a group of 10. 

 

A Final 

Archie Forber, Toby Goodman and Dean Thomas were at the top of the grid for the Junior A Final.  

Archie still led by a fraction of a second after 3 laps with Levi close behind in second and chasing him 

down. Bailey and George Hucknall were battling on the third lap at turn 6 as they changed position 

between 6
th

 and 7
th

. Levi took the lead on the fourth lap from Archie as they were side by side 

throughout turn 6 and national. Archie took back the lead through the 5
th

 and 6
th

 lap, as Levi was 0.7 

seconds behind with Dean less than 0.4 seconds behind him. Toby Goodman and Harrison Pughe 

were close behind in 4
th

 and 5
th

 but not quite knocking on the door for a podium at this point, with 

around 4 minutes left to go. Levi and Harrison were the only 2 drivers to have broken 1 minute lap 

time after 8 laps, both with high 59 second times. Levi moved back into the lead over Archie with a 

0.308 second gap in front of Archie as they approached their 10
th

 lap, Dean was almost a second 

behind them in third place. Levi and Archie were side by side through turn 10 of their 10
th

 lap but 

Archie ran slightly wide leaving Levi just in front as the crossed the line with only 2 laps to go. Dean 

and Archie were now in a fight for second after Archie ran wide earlier, Dean moved past him going 

into tur   ut ould ’t arry the o e tu  to the li e a d Ar hie s eaked past to regai  se o d 
place.  Levi won by 1.6 seconds after a solid performance from starting in 4

th
 place.  
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The Junior Podium 


